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A sense of history
We all know how difficult the last 20 years have 

been and the challenges that the culture had to face 
– both to physically survive and self-determinate it-
self . I only mention it because every two years, 
“Pierrot“ became our “Feast in Time of Plague,“ in 
which we could be free through the puppet we had 
chosen for a profession, livelihood, home, meaning, 
and condition for our flight . We can thank Darin 
Petkov and Tatiana Kalcheva for the “Pierrot“, which 
outlined the progress of the Bulgarian puppetry in 
the last 20 years and became a part of it as the only 
puppet theater for adults festival . The first edition of 
the “Pierrot“ started with performances as “The 
Musketeer’s Word of Honor“ by “Atelier 313“, “In 
memory for Petrushka“ by Puppet Theatre Vidin, 
“Hamlet“ by PT Plovdiv, “Legends of Aida“ by PT 
Gabrovo, “Shadows at nighttime“ by PT Stara Za-
gora,“ Death in the Opera “ by “Not Very Large 
Theater“ (Czech Republic),“ Topporland “ by the 
Union Theater “ Impossible“ (Poland), “Nylon“ by 
the “Popcorn“ Theater (Slovenia) . I will not go back 
to the festival’s history, as this is a task for the com-
pilers of the Chronicle “60 Years of Puppetry in 
Stara Zagora“ – Assoc . Prof . Dr . Svetla Beneva, 
Katerina Georgieva, Darin Petkov and Tatiana 
Kalcheva, which is expected to be released by the 
end of 2017 . I have to mention that at the “Pierrot“ 
the Bulgarian puppetry legends - Atanas Ilkov, 
Nikolina Georgieva, Ivan Tzonev, Valeri Petrov, 
Vassil Apostolov, Yana Tsankova, Zlati Zlatev, Petar 
Pashov-Pashata, Slav cho Malenov, Jeni Pashova, 
Biserka Kolevska, Katia Petrova, Svila Velichkova, 
Maya Petrova, Vassil Ro ko manov – met with the 
rising stars of Veselka Kuncheva, Marieta 
Golomehova, Teodora Popova, Magdalena Miteva, 
Rin Yamamura and so many others, including the 
young students of Prof . Bonyo Lungov, Prof . Slavcho 
Malenov, Prof . Jeni Pashova, Prof . Rumen Rachev 
and Assoc . Prof . Maya Encheva . They will be the 
ones to shape the identity of the Bulgarian puppetry 
in the 21st century .

Thanks to the “Pierrot“, all of them could com-
pare their rhythm and progress with the one of pup-
peteers from Poland, the Czech Republic, France, 
Spain, Portugal, Italy, the United States, and Russia . 
Over the years, they have been able to meet with 
great theorists of the puppet theatre like Hen rik 
Yurkovski, Vassil Stefanov, and others . It is not pos-
sible to list all of the names . This is something that 
the Chronicle will do . It is important to try to keep in 
sight and understand the processes outlined by the 
festival, particularly elaborated in its 10th jubilee 
edition .

Even further back in history
The years after the World War II determined the 

conditions for the development of the puppetry in 
Eastern and Western Europe as well as the general 
differences that would result from them . The politi-
cal determination of art as an instrument for massive 
ideological influence inevitably leads to systematic 
funding . The art of the Eastern Bloc, including the 
puppetry, acquires - buildings, venues, ateliers, 
equipment; vocational education, which provides 
professional directors, stage designers, composers, 
playwrights, actors and, last but not least, a mass, 
organized audience . Those conditions stimulate the 
development of the puppetry in the direction of the 
large scale in all manifestations of the performance 
- subject, means, implementation . While Western 
European puppetry, with few exceptions, preserves 
the “street“ appearance it had long before the wars . It 
is self-funded and relies on the approval of the audi-
ence . This is the reason why it develops towards 
mastering the puppet, and later on the object that 
will try to replace it . It rarely leaves the entertain-
ment genres, it uncommonly works outside of the 
miniature, sticks to the charisma and takes every op-
portunity to impress its spectators by the fine detail . 
The years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, after the 
discrediting of the communism, after the onset of 
the democracy, did not affect the artistic distinction 
between the performances created in the two parts of 
Europe . “Kar/repass“ by Fekete Seretlek and Studio 
Damuza – Prague (Czech Republic), “NYMIO – 
Minimalistic Stories Told With The Hands“ by Jose 
Antonio Puchades “Zero en conducta“ – Barcelona 
(Spain), “Dustpan Odyssey“ by Philippe Genty’s 
theatre company, Paris (France), “Vanya . A Tale of 
Vanya and The Enigmatic Russian Soul“ “directed by 
Alexey Lelyavski from the “Karlsson Haus“ theater in 
St . Petersburg (Russia) and, to a certain extent, 
“Exuvia“ by the “Magisch Theater“ in Maastricht 
(The Netherlands) proved it . 

 ... back to the “ Pierrot“ 2017 – Similarities
and Differences
“KAR/REPRASS“ is a sort of “jam session“ based 

on Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, in which various 
glasses were spilling vodka, setting the jazz beat and 
coming to life in it . The performance was awarded 
the Music and Experiment Award . Deservedly the 
“Pierrot“ for male role went to Jose Antonio Puchades 
for “Nimio…“ . It is beyond description what a gloved 
hand can achieve in a beam of light . It is amazing how 
five fingers can break more than 300 people loose 
from the civilization of modern technology and com-
mercial convenience and immerse them in the bliss of 

Pierrot’s Questions
Desislava Dimitrova
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„Авеню Q“
„Avenue Q“

childish the “ignorance“ - where and when every-
thing is both beautiful and possible . There are per-
formances that should be watched, not told – 
“Nimio . . .“ is one of them . An experience in which all 
my knowledge and experience retreated to the amaze-
ment and reluctance of the show to end . The ap-
plause went for nearly 30 minutes . “Dustpan Odyssey“ 
had a similar impact . With wrapped candy, crumb 
brush and а corkscrew, the actors – Hernan Bonnet, 
Anthony Mallettn and Joanel Stratman took us 
through the journey of Odysseus to Ithaca in the 
Philippe Genty’s production . Behind the spotlight, 
the actors’ voices were transforming the world of 
subjects - again with the ease of children and again, 
turning us from adults into kids . What is behind the 
ability to challenge, create and persuade in authentic-
ity the grown-up adult – on top of that with the illu-
sion of naturalness and spontaneity – uncompromis-
ing responsibility for the puppeteer’s profession! We 
also observed it in the solo performance of Mihail 
Shelomentsev “Vanya . . .“ .

Differences and new differences
The ability to create worlds through the master-

ing of the matter that the audience unanimously and 
undoubtedly perceives as a puppet is а mastership, 
thanks to which the puppet theater in Western 
Europe survives and develops further . The show by 
the Russian theater “Karlsson Haus“ is somewhat an 
exception, but also a symptom of another process – a 

strive of the Eastern European puppet theater to-
wards financial independence . In the last 20 years, 
we can highlight similar more or less successful at-
tempts in the Bulgarian puppetry as well . On the 
10th jubilee edition of “Pierrot“ we were able to meet 
some of the better models: “I, the Soul“ by the Art 
Center “For the Rhodope Mountains“ - Bostina and 
performances of the newly formed, captivating and 
full of life street theater “Male, Male“ .

The great re-sneezing!
Various on themes, means and images the 

Bulgarian puppet performances for adults, from the 
festival program, declared the process of differentia-
tion of a new form - I call it “Performance – Project“ . 
The puppet stage is no longer a “suitcase,“ “plat-
form,“ “table,“ it is not a “camera“ . The puppet stage 
is the physical stage of the theater - in all the depth, 
breadth and height available . It should include the 
process between the director, the playwright, the 
composer and the stage designer, which is ongoing 
for several years and whose finale, includes the ac-
tors via a form of a laboratory . The interaction of 
experiments, different viewpoints, lighting, and time 
creates a puppet megapolis of reality for which the 
stage usually becomes too small, so it flows over to 
the audience . This process stays open for further 
changes every time the team meets the spectators . 
“The Performance – Project“ is possible mainly be-
cause of the security of the Eastern European theater, 
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Предизвикателствата  
на кукления театър за възрастни
Елена Ангелова

Тазгодишното издание на 
„Пиеро“ определено ни даде 
повод за преосмисляне и пре-
откриване на кукления театър 
за възрастни . В пълнокръвната 
петдневна програма станахме 
свидетели на наситена комуни-
кация между различните жан-
рове, находчивост и необичай-
ни сценични решения, но най-
вече – на искреност и разбира-
не на материята от страна на 
организаторите (Сдружение 
„Пие ро“, КТ-Стара Загора, 

Община Стара Загора и 
Министерство на културата) . 
Тяхното най-силно предимство 
е в новаторското мислене за 
разширяване на понятието кук-
лен театър, включвайки и теа-
тър на обекта („Одисея с лопа-
та“, Philippe Genty, Франция), 
но и съвременен танц 
(„Сребърно синьо“, Milan 
Tomasik, Словения; работното 
ателие по съвременен танц с 
Росен Михайлов и Веса Тонова 
„Дуети-Дуели“) и пантомима 

(„Нимио: Малки истории, раз-
казани с ръце“, Zero En 
Conducta, Испания) . Важни за 
фестивалната атмосфера и пре-
дизвикването на известна доза 
празничност в града бяха и съ-
битията от съпътстващата про-
грама с най-различни по харак-
тер творчески физиономии – от 
утвърдените в полето на театъ-
ра на открито и на светлинната 
или огнена инсталация, „Жар 
Театър“ („Ангелът на мечтите“, 
„Вкуси карнавала“) до предста-

but unlike the professional Eastern European pup-
petry, which is a large field for the appearance of 
professional directing, stage design, music and im-
peccable acting, the modern Bulgarian formula car-
ries the risk of the laboratory work .

I try to remember the first magnificent 
„Performance – Projects“ shown to the “Pierrot“ . 
Perhaps “Zhuau in the world of the impossible“ by 
Yana Tsankova (stage design and puppets – Svila 
Velichkova, PT – Sliven), or the mega-production of 
PT – Plovdiv, PT – Stara Zagora and PT – Burgas 
“Oedipus . The Celebration of Blindness“ directed by 
Ruslan Kudashov (stage design and puppets – Andrey 
Zaporozhsky), or “Tsar Shushumiga“ by Konstantin 
Iliev (directed by Katia Petrova, stage design and 
puppets – Rin Yamamura, by the Theatre Pazardjik) 
or “Embed“ by Veselka Kuncheva (stage design - 
Marieta Golomehova, by PT – Plovdiv), or the “Big 
Sneezing“ by Marieta Stankova (director – Veselka  
Kuncheva, stage design and puppets – Marieta  
Golomekova, at the Sofia Puppet Theater), or “Fear“ 
by Vesselka Kuncheva (set design by Marieta 
Golomehova, PT – Stara Zagora)…

Who turned the wheel that moved us?
It is certain that the shown at the “Pierrot“ 2017 

– “Queen of Spades“ by the Plovdiv Theater, “Avenue 
Q“ by the Sofia Puppet Theater, “Optical illusions 
(circus)“ by Theatre Laboratory Sfumato, including 
the performance in the parallel program “The Fury 
Life“ are not only successful performances, not only 
examples of the new Bulgarian puppet theatre for 
adults, but also evidence of an interesting relocation 
process of the Bulgarian puppetry and its artist .

The “Performance – Project,“ with all the distin-
guishing features of a “process – as a condition for 
research and development“, can only exist if it is fi-

nancially secured . The challenges of the past 20 years 
did not completely deprive the eastern puppet theat-
er of its acquisitions - buildings, venues, studios, se-
cured jobs, vocational education, and audience (al-
though it’s new and largely confused) . Despite all this 
the past 20 years have turned art into a “Risky – 
Project“ . This happened also with the drama theater, 
literature, opera, ballet, cinema, journalism, even 
with the education  . . . The puppet theater managed to 
survive, without hindering its progress . This could 
not have happened without the few managers who 
prevented the commercialization, restitution, and 
scattering of the puppet theatre . We can only thank 
them!

Pierrot’s questions, instead of a postscript
For 20 years, “Pierrot“ has the courage to stand 

for its exactingness towards the Bulgarian puppetry, 
becoming a reason for the development of the artists . 
The 10th edition did not make an exception and 
asked the painful question: “Where are the pup-
pets?“ . With one exception – the performance 
“Avenue Q“ by the Sofia Puppet Theater, the puppets 
were absent or have retreated into the shadows . 
“Why do we create performances, whether it be “ 
Performances - Projects “in the puppet theater, with 
puppeteers without taking advantage of the means of 
the puppet art?“, “Are we not too self-reflective in our 
new serious self-determination and are we losing our 
identity?“, “Where did the joy of work with puppets 
disappear?“ I would love to make a study on every 
single one of those question, but I am worried that I 
will put the editors of the KuklArt Magazine in a 
very difficult situation . I am convinced, however, 
that it is necessary for all of us to articulate them 
aloud .

Translation by PlamenHarmandjiev


